Across
1 Concept of including people of all races and upholding equal rights for all
5 Unruly crowd
7 Without chemicals or synthetic fertilizers
8 Riversides
9 Song and dance, e.g.
12 Results
13 Harvests a crop
14 Child-Advocacy org.
15 Latin-American
18 Expert
19 Once ____ a time
21 News channel
23 Mule of song
24 Trash can
26 Alias, for short
28 Movie extraterrestrial
29 Chemical used to kill bugs
33 Piece of corn
34 Dreaming about futures
35 Small kid

Down
1 Himalayan cedar
2 All the plant life in a park
3 It's often used as a fund raising activity for charities
4 Allowing participation and access - a key principle for parks across the country
5 Statues and sculptures under scrutiny
6 Sculpted figures
8 Hiking and camping overnight
10 Member of the House, abbr.
11 Wellness locale
15 60 min.
16 Underground drain
17 NRPA's Park Champion of the Year, Som ___
20 Place for a BBQ
22 Little League equipment
25 Slant to one side
27 Temperature controller, for short
29 Designer of Harvard's Kennedy Library
30 ___ Lanka
31 Ending for arbor
32 Martha's Vineyard state